William Ewart Gladstone detested political cartoons. They embodied caricature, the exaggeration of a particular feature into a deformity to excite ridicule or hatred. Cartoons, Gladstone once pointed out, had not existed in ancient Greece.
Yet cartoons did the statesman powerful service during his long career.
Their very frequency consolidated his image as a popular politician, bringing out qualities such as courage and tenacity that he was happy to have publicised.
Nowhere, however, did they advance his cause more than in Ireland after the introduction of Home Rule. The nationalist journal United Ireland, as the illustrations in this paper will show, gave currency to striking depictions of Gladstone; and they vividly portrayed the union of hearts between England and Ireland that he preached so persistently in the late 1880s. The purpose of this article is to examine a sample of the cartoons, but first they need to be placed in their context.
The great age of British political cartoons is usually located in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the era of James Gillray and George Cruickshank. By the beginnings of Gladstone's career in the 1830s and 1840s, the single sheets of the earlier period were being replaced by comic journals of which the most celebrated was Punch. Ireland was less well served, for it was not until 1870 that the first comic journal was launched in Dublin. Soon, however, the cartoon became a popular genre produced by able artists. John F. O'Hea (1850 O'Hea ( -1922 contributed telling cartoons to the press from the late 1860s down to the decade of the Irish revolution, 2 and Thomas Fitzpatrick , who began his career as an illustrator in the early 1880s, was eventually to found his own satirical magazine, The
Lepracaun, in 1905. 3 The prints that we shall examine fall into this age of the burgeoning of the cartoon in Ireland. It was not the case that the Irish people needed visual means of communication to compensate for their illiteracy. By 1891 82% of the Irish population could sign the marriage register and a higher proportion could read. 4 Nevertheless cartoons exerted a potent appeal. Images were drawn from a variety of fields familiar to the mass of the people: folklore, entertainment, military conflict, the law, the Bible and popular art. The resulting illustrations probably did less to transmit new political ideas and allegiances than to reflect back existing convictions and prejudices, so reinforcing rather than creating attitudes. Yet they did help identify the friends and foes of the cause to which their constituency was already committed. To that extent they could be agents of change, dignifying supporters and demonising opponents. The cartoons could go beyond revealing assumptions about the affairs of the day to playing a role in the construction and destruction of popular perceptions of politicians.
The journal from which the pictures are taken, United Ireland, was a weekly, Parnell's organisation for sustaining the agitation against landlordism. The paper carried no advertisements at all so that it could concentrate instead on publishing nationalist news, managing to achieve high sales through the popularity of its editorial statements and its coloured cartoons. 6 Its circulation, which in 1882 was 30,000, had reached 100,000 by 1886. 7 The editor claimed in retrospect that it was regularly seen by half a million readers. 8 The newspaper's significance can be appreciated by contrasting the figures for the circulation of political prints in the British golden age.
In Gilray's day, because of technical limitations, in most years the total production of political prints was no more than 50,000. was also the favourite illustrator for the Shamrock, the nationalist monthly.
According to Parnell, Reigh was 'the only one who can do justice to my handsome face'. 25 Reigh naturally derived the subject of some of his graphics from high art, which he clearly saw as his province, but he also had a penchant for historical content.
He portrayed, for example, several episodes from the 1798 rebellion, often depicting battle scenes. 26 Reigh was an ideal illustrator for a broad audience, combining bold images, popular themes and a clear message. In the new age of chromolithography, he delighted in using bright colour. Almost every week his creations appeared on a sheet enclosed with United Ireland, of the dimensions of a whole newspaper page, which was designed for posting, like a calendar, on the wall. Reigh was the man who, more than any other, constructed the Irish view of Gladstone in the years immediately after the proposal of Home Rule.
The cartoons that will be examined fall into three groups, relating respectively to the emergence of Home Rule in 1886, to the general election of that year and to the later 1880s. In the years before the first group, in 1884 and 1885, the cartoons consistently show Parnell as hero and Spencer, for so long as he remained Lord Lieutenant, as villain -a role for which, with his flowing red beard, he was well cast.
Gladstone was a marginal figure, generally not treated as inveterately hostile but equally given no particular favour. On 6 February 1886, however, Gladstone comes forward into prominence in 'The Cabinet Trick' (Fig. 1) . The whole illustration,
showing a wooden cabinet, is an elaborate pun, for the Prime Minister had been forming the cabinet of his third administration during the previous week. On the very day the cartoon was published, the new ministers travelled to kiss hands at Osborne
House. 27 The performance of the trick, according to the caption, was to take place at Two weeks later, on 17 July, the cartoon was entitled 'Well Done!' (Fig. 6 ).
By this date, all the poll results except that for Orkney were in, and so the election was virtually over. 36 This time the imagery is chivalric. Gladstone is a knight in armour, resting against a tree after combat. Once again, his sword is labelled 'Democracy', an indication of the strength of the association of the statesman with popular involvement in constitutional affairs. The dark maiden is Erin, wearing a green cloak, displaying a Tara brooch and holding her harp, a favourite representative figure for Ireland that Reigh used regularly. 37 She proffers to Gladstone a glass of water to refresh him after his struggle. Below is a monster labelled 'Liberal Unionism', writhing in its death throes with a spear thrust through its head. This depiction represents no more than wishful thinking. As many as 78 Liberal Unionists had been returned to the new parliament, while the Gladstonian Liberals had been reduced to a rump of 191. The old serpent of Liberal Unionism was far from slain. In the eyes of United Ireland, however, it had been dealt a mortal wound by Gladstone's performance. The knight, Erin's champion in the lists, had won a moral victory. She offers him a symbol of her personal affection, for the cup is marked 'Love'. The word is perhaps appropriate to a scene governed by the conventions of courtly love, but it is a remarkably strong expression for the attitude of Ireland towards Gladstone.
Here was a union of hearts indeed. The cult of personality attained fresh heights six weeks later. On 3 August 1889 the United Ireland cartoon was entitled 'Gladstone's Golden Wedding' (Fig. 9 ).
This illustration was remarkable because its theme was derived not from battle, 
